Multimerization of ERBB2/HER2 specific aptamer leads to improved receptor binding.
Aptamers represent a promising new treatment modality for cancer. Specificity and high affinity are two parameters that characterize aptamers. In this work, we elucidated physicochemical parameters of an ERBB2/HER2 specific aptamer and determined an optimal multimerization state, leading to higher binding and improved avidity. We applied biochemical, immunochemical and biophysical methodologies to characterize binding behaviors of multimerized versions of an ERBB2/HER2 specific aptamer and demonstrate structural integrity. Finally, we show that the trimeric ERBB2/HER2 specific aptamer instigates no immunogenic response in vivo. In summary, the set of methodologies we employed establishes a way to enhance activity of a model HER2-aptamer.